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summary

Keywords: countryside, urban fringe, agriculture, food production, urban farming, market

The project ‘Food along the Transect’ is part of the graduation studio ‘Countryside Revised’, 
researching the current state of the Dutch countryside. The project reacts on contemporary 
developments of the countryside from the collective research compared to the city, regarding 
agriculture, living, leisure, care and retail.

When looking at the transect between countryside and new city extensions, frequently a clash 
can be observed. This can be divided into two aspects: The first is a physical contrast in terms 
of density. Secondly there is a mental aspect of a lacking agricultural food consciousness by 
city inhabitants. The two described aspects can be combined into how food production can 
be organized at the transect, leading to the research question: 'How can food production 
at the countryside react and adapt to the characteristics and possibilities of the city of 
Groningen, leading to a transect with better architectural coherence?'

The general issue and posed research question is provided an answer by working at multiple 
scales. A scenario and master plan is devised, but the emphasis is placed on the architectural 
design and its engineering. However, the interrelationship between scenario, master plan 
and architectural design is key for achieving the goal of the project.

The project is located between the compact city of Groningen and its surrounding empty 
countryside, next to the new suburbs of Reitdiep. The proposed design consists of an 
agricultural park and a food market, making the transect open and accessible. This way the 
people from the city become more connected to their agricultural food production, while 
the park also establishes a physical connection with the countryside by making a gradient 
in scale. 

The agricultural park transforms the vast open landscape of the countryside into smaller 
tangible portions of land, making a transect in terms of scale, towards the tiny grained 
dense structure of the adjacent neighbourhood. The existing landscape and neighbourhood, 
accessibility and overview are key aspects for the park to work properly. When at some 
point the inevitable expansion of Groningen occurs, the park will move further outward 
accordingly, avoiding the park to being swallowed by the city and no longer having the 
connection with the countryside.  

The food market incorporates multiple concepts directly from the park, fitting both the open 
landscape and the dense neighbourhood. It enhances the hybrid market typology to its rural 
context, in terms of shape, enclosure and route. The supply of the market is arranged in 
a direct, visible and approachable way. The materials, like the greenhouse system, thatch 
and pallets, are used in a new manner, transcending them from their original qualities into 
something new.

The design is the result of closely connecting the different scales of scenario, masterplan, 
architecture and detail into a consistent unity. The program supports both countryside and 
city, taking advantage of the farm being physically connected to the city. This way a small 
ecological farm can be up scaled to match the needs of the city.
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stud io 

The project ‘Food along the Transect’ is part of the graduation 
studio ‘Countryside Revised’. This studio researched the current 
state of the Dutch countryside. Contemporary developments in 
agriculture are affecting the rural areas of the Netherlands, but 
also living, leisure, care and retail on the countryside are changing. 
The collective research of the studio has mapped all of these 
aspects, describing the different characteristics of the countryside. 
The research concluded with an overview of the main recent trends, 
rating them from an architectural point of view.

structure

The report can be roughly divided into four parts. The first part 
issues the observed general challenge, which leads to the research 
question. The second part describes the proposed scenario by 
defining the location and program, formulating how to answer the 
research question. The third part features the design of the park 
with concepts, characteristics and requirements that will prove 
useful for the main and last part, which is the architectural design 
of the market. This chapter also elaborates on materials and the 
mechanical and structural engineering of the building.
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Fasc inat ion

When looking at the countryside, I am fascinated by the transition 
from countryside to city, called the urban fringe. Especially places 
where a clash can be observed, which is frequently the case at 
new city housing expansions adjacent to the countryside (figure 1). 
To better comprehend this situation, this clash is divided into two 
aspects. The first is a physical contrast in terms of density. Secondly 
there is a mental aspect of a lacking agricultural food consciousness 
by city inhabitants. The origins of this rupture at the rural fringe 
provides a starting point as well.

dens i ty

The urban fringe can often be characterized by a number of certain 
land uses, facilitating the city. Historically, fortifications, dykes, water, 
and strips of forest separated the city from the countryside. Later, 
other functions were added, like ring roads, airports, shopping 
malls, factories, distribution centres, landfill sites and power, 
recycling, water and sewage facilities. None of these functions 
contribute to the countryside or provoke any interaction between 
countryside and city.

Recently a new type of function has arisen on the urban fringe: 
the Vinex neighbourhoods. Because of their high density, these 
newly built residential areas struggle even more with their rural 
surroundings. These neighbourhoods are sometimes lacking any 
form of gradient on their outer edges towards the surrounding land 
(figure 2).

This current situation is possibly due to the intensive land 
management in the Netherlands. It aims to prevent urban sprawl 
and protect agricultural land, leading to compact cities without 
space for transition. The arbitrary border between countryside and 
city looks unnatural, resulting into a clash between urban and rural 
uses, without interaction. The countryside is kept empty by force 
in the sake of protecting the landscape, while the adjacent dense 
neighbourhood has no space at all.

This does not mean a rejection on the ideas about compact cities, as 
the previous statement focuses only on the border of cities, aiming 
to make the compact city better embedded in the countryside, 
instead of preferring its opposite, urban sprawl (figure 4). The 
comparison between Barcelona and Atlanta as two extremes, 
perfectly illustrates the significant preference of compact cities over 
urban sprawl (figure 5).

Food consc iousness

Despite living right next to the countryside, people who live in 
newly built ‘Vinex’ neighbourhoods on the urban fringe do often 
not relate  much to the surrounding countryside, seeing themselves 
as a genuine part of the city. They mostly have little knowledge of 
where and how food is produced, becoming even more distanced 
from the countryside. 

The countryside on the other end, tends to have a very closed 
community with a certain uneasiness towards people from the 
city. Also the up-scaling of farms manifest themselves into large 
inaccessible pieces farmland, alienated from its surroundings 
(Paridon & De Groot, 2004). The countryside barely changes when 
the city become closer by and does hardly adapt to the possibilities 
the city has to offer. 

This mentality is slowly changing however, with the upcoming 
trend of small scaled environmental friendly agriculture. Small 
farms decide to develop side activities, instead of up-scaling their 
production (Vermeer, 2016). These smaller scaled farms often 
sell their products directly from their farms (figure 6), sometimes 
opening small regional farm shops with produce of other farms 
in the neighbourhood as well, or even open up their land to the 
public entirely, letting customers harvest products themselves in so-
called picking gardens (figure 7). These new types of farms on the 
countryside are still remote and relatively unknown to the city. The 
full environmental and social potential of the rural fringe has yet to 
be unlocked.

or ig ins

The city and its surrounding productive countryside have historically 
enjoyed a symbiotic relationship (Parham, 2015). However, since 
the industrialisation, this relation has been declining. Ebenezer 
Howard’s utopian proposal for Garden Cities (figure 3) was in 
many ways a great attempt to improve the relation between cities 
and countryside again. Ultimately his vision, which anticipated 
further growth of the city too little, has been twisted into an urban 
sprawl with little regard for its rural surroundings (Trangoš, 2014). 
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figure 1  The clash between city and countryside on eye level. Own picture

figure 2  The clashing rural fringe in satellite view. Retrieved from Bing.com
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transect

compact city

urBan sprawl

compact city

countryside

atlanta barcelona

Population:

5,25 million

Urban area:

4280 km2

Yearly transport carbon emissions:

7,5 tonnes CO2 per hectare

Population:

5,33 million

Urban area:

162 km2

Yearly transport carbon emissions:

0,7 tonnes CO2 per hectare

figure 3  Garden City by Ebenezer Howard in 1898. 
Retrieved from Architectural-review.com

figure 4  Compact city transect.

figure 5  Barcelona and Atlanta density comparison. Based on figure from WRI.org

figure 6  Farmers selling products directly from their land in Varssel. 
Retrieved from Twmvanberkel.wordpress.com

figure 7  Picking garden in Noordwijk Buiten. Retrieved from Noordwijkbuiten.nl
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The two aspects of density and food consciousness can be combined 
into the challenge of how food production can be organized at the 
transect (figure 8), leading to the research question accompanied 
with several sub questions:

How can food production at the countryside react and adapt 
to the characteristics and possibilities of the city of Groningen, 
leading to a transect with better architectural coherence?

suBquest ions

How can the transect provide a better physical relationship 
between city and countryside in terms of the clash in density?

How can the transect provide and a better mental relationship 
increasing the consciousness about food production?

What kind of additional functions can contribute to the 
adjacent suburbs and the city?

How can the up-scaling of eco-friendly farms take shape?

How does the transect react when the city expands?

How are the landscape and the architecture of this transition 
zone intertwined?

What kind of architectural language can characterize the 
transect?

approach

The general issue and posed research question cannot be solved 
with one building. To frame spatial elements of the food production 
at the transect, different scales are used. First a scenario and a 
master plan is devised, working towards the architectural design. 
This will take place in a very practical manner, providing a new 
transect typology inspired from concepts of several reference 
projects. The emphasis is placed on the architectural design and 
its engineering, but the interrelationship between scenario, master 
plan and architectural design is key for achieving the goal of the 
project.

research quest ion
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figure 8  Food production along the transect. 
Retrieved from Duany, 2011, p. 43
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groningen

The city of Groningen was formerly often praised for being a great 
example of a compact city in the Netherlands (Abrahamse, 2001)
(Poelman, 2016). This was partly due to the relatively untouched 
countryside around the city and the fact that there were no extensive 
suburbs or neighbouring cities in its surroundings. The city is very 
vibrant because of these factors.

Besides to the policy of intensifying the city, Groningen has recently 
made numerous residential expansions, spread out along the edges 
of the city. At first glance this may seem like an attempt to soften the 
transect between city and countryside, but the opposite is the case. 
These new neighbourhoods are in conflict with the protection of the 
surrounding landscape, leading to a high density, alternated with 
protected pieces of empty countryside. The later expansions are in 
great contrast with former gradual transect of the old compact city 
of Groningen, comprised of a carefully planned series of functions 
(figure 9).

Especially in the north-western part of Groningen, at the corner 
of Reitdiep, the edge lacks any sort of transect, not even a main 
road for separation, making a more awkward clash than elsewhere 
(Sekuur, 2012).

ed ible  c i ty  in i t iat ives

Groningen has a program called ‘eetbare stad’ which translates into 
edible city (figure 10). It consists of 63 initiatives, promoting food 
production in the city by citizens, businesses, organizations and the 
municipality. This program aims to increase food consciousness. 
As seen in the map, the neighbourhood of Reitdiep has no such 
initiatives yet (Eetbare Stad Groningen, na).

re i td i ep

Reitdiep is located in the area of Middag-Humsterland, which is 
the delta of the Hunze and the Drentse Aa rivers (figure 11). The 
neighbourhood of Reitdiep is called after an old canal running 
east of it, from the city to the villages of Dorkwerd and Wierum, 
connecting the Drentse A to the Hunze (figure 12). Later the entire 
lower part of the Hunze was renamed to Reitdiep (van den Broek, 
2007, p. 220) (Westerink, na). The name Reitdiep originates either 
from the old Groninger word for water stream rijt (Klein, na), or is a 
decomposition of the word Riet=Reed, which was plentiful in these 
previously swampy lands (van den Broek, 2007, p. 267). 

The road to Zuidhorn, south of Reitdiep, constructed in 1845, runs 
indiscriminately across the rural landscape. It makes a 45 degree 
angle with the thirteenth-century pattern of ditches (van den Broek, 
2007, p. 273).

The construction of the neighbourhood Reitdiep started in the year 
2000 at the most outward area in the north-west (Sekuur, 2012). 
The last phases of the Reitdiep masterplan are still being built (figure 
13). The project assumes these last parts of the neighbourhood as 
finished for the current situation. 

ne ighbourhood

The university of Groningen is located at the other side of the 
canal, with a small up-starting industrial area north of it. South 
of the neighbourhood is the provincial road N355 with an exit for 
the shopping mall and future carpool spot. Next to the shopping 
mall is an small iconic marina (figure 14), but is separated from 
the northern part of Reitdiep by an overhead power line. Several 
farms and a particularly view polluting car rental company (figure 
15) are situated alongside the provincial road. Just north of the 
neighbourhood is the historical village Dorkwerd. In the middle of 
the neighbourhood is a large elementary school.

locat ion
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figure 9  Expansions of Groningen. Based on figures from Stadsezaken.net & Google Earth
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Aalscholver
Appelbomen Molenstreek
Aquamarijngaarde
Badhuisplein
Barmaheerd
Basisschool De Kimkiel
Biomoestuin De Wijert
Bomenrij Stuurboordswal
Boomgaard Euvelgunne
Bordewijkstraat
Bottelroosstraat
Braakland=Maakland
Brederoschool
Buitenhof
Buurtboomgaard Hoornse Meer
Buurtboomgaard Oosterhogebrug
Buurtmoestuin Baken
Buurtmoestuin HortusHof

Buurtmoestuin Molukkenstraat
Buurtmoestuin Noorderbrug
Buurtuintje Marjolijnstraat
Coranthijnestraat
Coranthijnestraat
De Binnenhof
De Groene Golf Achter de Reitdijk
De Nieuwe Tuin
De Uilenburg Kardinge
De Widartuin
Eetbaar fietspad Engelbert
Eilardaheerd
Florakade
Fruitbomen in Drielanden
Fruitbomen Rivierenhof
Fruitboomgaard Eerste Spoorstraat
Gelderse Roosstraat
Gezond de velden op

Goeman Borgesiuslaan
Grunotuin
Herehof
Hof van Jannie
Hof van Reseda
Kindermoestuinen Barkmolenstraat
Kippenfarm Selwerd
Koeriersterweg
Kremersheerd
Le Roy-gebied
Montessorischool De Dijk
OBS De Petteflet
Oude RKZ Emmastraat
Pioenstraat
Plukbos Kardinge
Plukken op de Piccardthof
Pluktuin De Witte Velden
Ranketuin

Reitdiep Tuintaferelen
Rensuma- en Scheltemaheerd
Rivierenhof Groningen
Rivierentuin
School Gravenburg
Smulroute Stadspark
Stuurboordswal
Stuurboordswal Roef
Tasmantoren
Toentje: Moestuin voor de 
voedselbank
Tuin in de Stad
Vaargeul
Vrouwencentrum De Boei
Westpark
Wijktuin De Hoogte

figure 10  Edible city initiatives. Based on figures from Eetbarestadgroningen.nl & Schwarzplan.eu
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reitdiep
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figure 11  Groningen River delta. 
Based on figure from Landschapsgeschiedenis.nl
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figure 12  Groningen River delta close up. 
Based on figure from van den Broek, 2007, p.249
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figure 13  Satellite view of Reitdiep with the southern part under construction. Based on figure from Google Earth
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figure 14  Reitdiephaven. Retrieved from Funda.nl

figure 15  Car rental company along the N355. Own picture
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The aim of the project is to make the area where the countryside 
and a residential part of the city clash hard, into a transition zone 
with improved interaction between countryside and city. The project 
envisions the countryside at the city edge to be accessible for city 
inhabitants (figure 16). It shares the goal of urban farming in making 
the people from the city more connected to their food production 
(Metaal et al., 2013), but takes it one step further by making a 
physical connection with the countryside as well. 

agr icultural  park

To give shape to this transition zone, an agricultural park on the 
rural-urban fringe is proposed, where visitors can harvest their own 
food like a large scaled picking garden. This way the visiting people 
come directly into contact with agriculture in a highly practical 
way, providing education and recreation along the way, similar to 
urban farming (figure 17). Helping with sowing, maintaining and 
harvesting the land could be organized as therapy for people. 

In addition to the picking garden, the park sells part of the harvest 
directly at a market, like large scaled farm shop, supplemented 
with specialty products from several regional farmers (figure 18). 
The park and market will be run by one of the adjacent farmers 
or former owners of the land, forming an innovative agricultural 
company.

s im i lar p lans

Architects like Van Bergen & Kolpa and MVRDV have proposed 
several conceptual visions of similar transformations of the 
countryside, like the agricultural park. In the ‘Park Supermarket’ 
project, Van Bergen & Kolpa approaches the countryside like a 
large scaled supermarket, cultivating the wide variety of products of 
a modern-day supermarket locally (figure 19). Project ‘Freeland’ by 
MVRDV envisions the countryside as a starting point for an urban 
development with minimal governmental dictate (MVRDV, 2011), 
stimulating initiatives through inhabitants who can create their own 
neighbourhoods, including public space and infrastructure (figure 
20). 

Both projects can help to grasp how such large areas can be 
architecturally designed. The proposed agricultural park, focuses 
on restoring the connection between the city and countryside using 
agriculture as a catalyst, hence the name agricultural park.

v i s ion
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figure 16  Scenario before and after transformation of the city edge.

figure 17  Cycle diagram of farm activities linked to the city. 
Retrieved from Metaal et al., 2013, p.102

figure 18  Schematic plan of the agricultural park.

market

city

transect

countryside people
products
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figure 19  Park Supermarket by Van Bergen & Kolpa, 2009. Retrieved from VanBergenKolpa.nl
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figure 20  Freeland by MVRDV, 2012. Retrieved from Mvrdv.nl
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Food market

The accompanying farm shop in the park could be up scaled to 
an average sized supermarket, in the same manner as the picking 
garden is up scaled to a park. This however, would result in the loss 
of its connectivity with the agricultural park and will diminish the 
aimed consciousness of the origins of products. The Landmarkt in 
Amsterdam (figure 21) is a good example of a more professional 
large scaled farm shop, but ultimately feels like a normal 
supermarket with ecological products only, instead of having a 
direct relationship to agriculture. 

Alternately, the food market will be organized like a traditional 
local market (figure 22) consisting out of multiple stalls, each 
representing a supermarket division, where products can be directly 
purchased. To ensure a complete, compact supply of products and 
a smooth collaboration with the surrounding agricultural park, the 
market and its stalls are managed by a single company. This way 
the proposed market concept becomes a sort of hybrid between a 
supermarket and local traditional markets (figure 24).

markthal

The proposed market concept has some striking similarities with the 
Markthal project by MVRDV in Rotterdam (figure 23), but uses some 
of its treats in a new manner. The Markthal features mainly ready-
made food services, like in recently upcoming food truck festivals. 
Instead of just eating, the agricultural food market focuses more on 
the daily groceries of people.

Experiencing the Markthal in Rotterdam at first hand, the new 
experimental market concept shows a lot of potential, but still has 
some very rough edges to it. Its architectural language suggests 
a sleek, clean, high-end appearance, while a more chaotic 
traditional market was taking place outside. This reveals that the 
Markthal is not suitable for the regular market vendors and attracts 
a completely different type of retail. 

The terraces on the roof of stalls provide a nice pause from the busy 
market, but contributes little to the market experience (Reijndorp, 
2014). The view from these terraces is not exactly great, revealing 
the other unused dirty canopies of other market stalls. Another detail 
is that the Markthal lacks sufficient ventilation during hot summer 
days. All of these aspects deserve extra attention in the agricultural 
food market. 

customers

By bringing the small scaled environmental friendly agriculture to 
the city edge, more potential customers can be reached. This way 
this new type of farming can be expanded, making it possible to 
offer a larger variety of products.

The project will attract two groups of people. The first is the people 
from the adjacent neighbourhood of Reitdiep, who will be using the 
park with a lower, spread out attendance. The second group are 
the people visiting from further away, coming by car. This means 
that they will arrive concentrated at one location due to the parking 
of their cars. The market is a convenient location for concentrated 
groups of visiting people, so its position should be somewhere 
central, but also at the edge of the park (figure 25).

A second distinction can be made between practical use and 
recreation. There are people who simply want to do groceries in a 
more time efficient manner, but also people who will take time for 
recreation and harvesting from the agricultural park. It is important 
that the combination of visiting the park and the market is seamless, 
by having overlapping zones (figure 26). This way the different kinds 
of customers experience no barriers.

supp ly ing reg ional  Farms

To supply the market with additional products and in case the market 
runs out of a certain product, there are several small local farms 
in the region. Most of them are already having collaborations to 
distribute their products to local markets, or sell it themselves. In the 
Netherlands there are several networks and companies to facilitate 
these co-operations, such as: De Streekboer, Oregional, Meinardi 
and Landmarkt. The map (figure 27) shows a selection of regional 
farmers with a varied range of products (De streekboer, na). 
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figure 25  Position of the food market and agricultural park between the Reitdiep 
neighbourhood and the city of Groningen.

figure 26  The different types of customers.

reitdiep

groningen

park

market

groningen

reitdiep
practical usage

recreation

figure 21  Landmarkt Amsterdam. Retrieved from Waterlandpleinbuurt.nl

figure 22  Traditional market of Albert Cuyp. Retrieved from Inyourpocket.com

figure 23  Markthal Rotterdam. Retrieved from Architectural-review.com

figure 24  Diagram of the hybrid market concept.
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Waddenvarkens, 
Uithuizermeeden

Pork
Chicken

Lauwershof, Engwierum

Orchard with fruit
Cherries
raspberries
Red currant
plums
apples
pears
blackberries
gooseberries
Black berries
Seabuckthorn berries
Juice, jam, syrup

Bosma, Zuidwolde

Vegetables
Farm shop
5 hectares of land & unheated tunnel 
greenhouse
Cherry
Walnuts
Green cabbage
Winter Carrot
Leek
Kale
White cabbage
Red cabbage
Peppers
Pomatoes
Cucumbers
Eggplants
Pepper

Landgoud, Kloosterburen

Wine
Juice and syrup
Apple juice
White Currant
Spelt

Chive
Red beetroot
Mustard
Barley
Winter Carrot
Spring wheat
Alfalfa
Sugar beet

Bakker Bio, Munnekezijl

Arable land
3.2 meter between paths
60 cows and calves
Pumpkin
Cauliflower
Potatoes
Celeriac
Cereals

Bakkerij Peters, Leens

Oberkulmer Rotkorn from Landgoud
Spelt Bread
Spelt Gingerbread
Spelt pancake butter cake
Spelt Crackers

Abraham’s Mosterdmakerij, 
Eenrum

Mustard

Meinardi, Winschoten

Farm shop
Asparagus
Strawberries

De Tuinen van Weldadigheid, 
Veenhuizen

Potatoes
Two tunnel greenhouses
Large vegetable garden
Eternal garden

Orchard with old breeds
Berry maze with 80 kinds of berries
Vegetables and herbs
Herb & medicinal herbs
Flower picking garden

GenietLokaal, Houwerzijl

Ready salads / soup / stew
Red sauerkraut
White sauerkraut
Pumpkin seeds

’t Ailand, Lauwersoog

Tasting room
Fish workshop
Wad fishing trips
Fillets, frozen & smoked fish
Flounder
Dorade
Codfish
Smoked mackerel
Sliptong
Clams
Oysters

Oudebosch Fruit 
Niehove

Apples
Pears
Cherries
Plums
Potatoes
Beans
Jams, syrups, gourmet sauces, juices 
and wines

Imkerij Kloosterburen

Area of 30 are Honey

De Eemstuin, Uithuizermeeden

Chicory
dandelion salad
Spring Beauty
Lepelblad
green leaf mustard
red leaf mustard
tatsoi
Asia leaf Red Giant
winter Cherry
flat leaf parsley
celery
thyme
oregano
fennel

Kleikracht, Winsum

Dairy farm, cheese factory, farm 
shop
55 dairy cows
Organic Farmers cheese (mustard, 
bieslookpaprika-, fenugreek, nettle 
cheese)
Organic beef
Raw cow milk

WaddenMax, Hornhuizen

Cottage cheese
Yogurt
Whipped cream
Cheese

Lauwersland Natuurvlees, 
Paesens

Beef

Broersma-state, Engwierum

Truffle, rose potatoes
rapeseed Honey
rapeseed 

l i s t  of reg ional farmers
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figure 27  Regional farmers around Groningen. Based on figures from Destreekboer.nl & Google Earth
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To get an indication of what the size of the project should 
approximately be, several reference projects are compared. Since 
the land needs to supply a market for a large part, rather than only 
a small farm shop, the agricultural park needs to be significantly 
larger than the listed reference projects. The case study of the 
previously mentioned landmark in Amsterdam provides great insight 
on what area sizes are appropriate for the market, indicating the 
size and kinds of departments for the stalls (Winkel & Platje, 2010).

de zelfpluktu in texel ,  oudesch i ld

Size: 4,3 Ha
Products: 
Red berries, blackberries, blueberries, gooseberries, strawberries, 
raspberries, salads, tomatoes, summer flowers and Dahlias

hof van twello

Size: 11,4 Ha
Program: 
Farm shop, vegetable gardens for the farm shop, vineyard, bare 
feet path, greenhouse cafe with terrace and camping

ph i l i p s  fru i ttu in,  e indhoven

Size: 11,5 Ha
Program:
Farm shop, fruit garden, orchard, pancakes restaurant and 
conference centre

landmarkt amsterdam

Size: 1600 m2
Program:
Supermarket and restaurant
Product departments:
Bread, vegetables, fruit, cheese, fish market, butcher, meat, bread, 
dairy, nuts, vegetarian, cake & baking, sweets & chips, coffee & tea, 
beverages & juice, wine & beer, pasta, rice , soup & tin, sauce & oil, 
herbs, freezer, baby, dog & cat, cleaning and drugstore

program

figure 28  De Zelfpluktuin Texel. Retrieved from Zelfpluktuin.nl

figure 29  Hof van Twello. Retrieved from Awkwardduckling.nl

figure 30  Philips fruittuin. Retrieved from Proeftuin040.nl

figure 31  Landmarkt Amsterdam. Retrieved from Google Streetview 
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Agricultural park    24 hectare

Production

     Vegetables   

 Arable land   8 hectare

 Greenhouses   0,15 hectare

     Fruits

 Normal     6 hectare

 Orchard    3 hectare

 Greenhouses   0,1 hectare

     Livestock    3 hectare

 Barn    

 Manure storage

 Bee keeper

Leisure     0,3 hectare

 Picnic spots

 Playground

Gate Pavilions    4 x 20 m2

 Entry gate/bridge

 Bike rental

 Weigh and checkout of yield

 Lookout tower

Food market    2200 m2

Entrance     100 m2

 Information desk    50 m2

 Checkout & packing    50 m2

Restaurant     600 m2

 Buffet     50 m2

 Kitchen     50 m2

 Storage     50 m2

 Checkout     50 m2

 Dining     200 m2

 Terrace     200 m2

Products     600 m2

 Bread     50 m2

 Preservatives    50 m2

 Herbs     50 m2

 Vegetables     50 m2

 Fruit      50 m2

 Beverages     50 m2

 Dairy products    50 m2

 Meat & fish    50 m2

 Storage & preparation   100 m2

 Stock     100 m2

Other     500 m2

 Lookout tower    50 m2

 Back office    200 m2

 Lecture room    100 m2

 Showers     50 m2

 Bike rental    100 m2

Traffic space 10%    200 m2

Installations 10%    200 m2

Funct ions



28 3. agr icultural  park
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The agricultural park incorporates several concepts for planning the 
different types of land and the position of buildings in the park. The 
existing landscape and neighbourhood, accessibility and overview 
are key aspects for the park to work properly. Furthermore a future 
scenario is taken into account on how the park reacts on further 
city expansion.

d itches

The timespan from 1900 till 2006 shows a deterioration in the 
pattern of ditches in the region (figure 32). The project preserves 
these historical existing patterns and uses them as an advantage 
to plan and design the agricultural park. By doing so, the park 
also protects the pattern of ditches from further decay through 
new expansion plans. The agricultural park lets people actively 
experience the pattern of ditches.

Spanish artist Maider Lopez shows in her work Polder Cup (figure 
33), a refreshing way on how to look at the ditches of the polder 
landscape. The layout of the ditches is respected and becomes part 
of the project without modifying them. By having the ditches intervene 
with a football tournament, they are intensively experienced. 

For the agricultural park, the infrastructure for visitors intersects the 
pattern of ditches diagonally, so more points are created where 
the two elements meet. This difference in orientation expresses a 
clear distinction between the existing production landscape and the 
intervention of the visiting people from the city in the same manner 
as the provincial road N355 did in history. The combination of 
the diagonal paths and the ditches divides the land into a broad 
variety of small and large triangular pieces (figure 34). The smallest 
pieces of land are left open, leaving space for recreation and 
creates a less strictly agriculture oriented park. The partition into 
smaller tangible chunks of land bridges the gap in terms of scale 
between the small plots of the neighbourhood housing and the 
huge portions of land for farming. Andres Duany proposes a similar 
gradient in his Southlands project in Canada (figure 35).

concept

figure 32  Deterioration in the pattern of ditches in Humsterland between 1900 
and 2006. Retrieved from Landschapsgeschiedenis.nl

zuidhorn
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figure 33  Polder Cup by Maider Lopez, 2010. Retrieved from Maiderlopez.com

figure 34  Partition of the land into smaller pieces.

figure 35  Transition of scale, Southlands project in Canada 2007. Retrieved from Duany, 2011, p.49
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access i B i l i t y

The park can be accessed in two ways (figure 36). The neighbourhood 
of Reitdiep can access the park directly from four entrances, 
distributed along the transect. These entrances consist of a bridge 
with an accompanying pavilion. This system of multiple entrances 
is similar to the typology of a normal public park, providing a close 
relation with the neighbourhood. 

People from further away, who will visit the park coming by car, do 
not have to drive through the residential neighbourhood of Reitdiep. 
Instead they can access the park by a separate road towards the 
market, directly from the provincial road N355. The market is 
positioned on the edge of the agricultural park, functioning as the 
main entrance to the park for people who come by car. The park 
can easily be closed at night, by opening the bridges on the edges 
of the park, making the ditches function as a natural barrier.

route

Due to the large distances in the park, it will be possible to access 
the park by bike along the main route, running from the pavilion 
entrances to the market in the middle (figure 40). The market does 
not interrupt the main route of the park into two parts. This prevents 
that people have cross the market with their bikes to get to the other 
part of the park. 

Along the main route there are twelve stops with cycle racks, to 
harvest products from the land. The main route is flanked by a 
parallel walking path, enabling to make a loop across the field 
instead of having dead ends (figure 41). This way the visitor is not 
obliged to walk back and forth through the fields of the park.

mater ials

The pathways will be made of prefabricated concrete elements 
(figure 37). These concrete pathways continue flush across the 
ditches, by making a steel construction underneath as a bridge. 
The movable bridges at the edge of the park, which closes the park 
at night, will be made out of metal grating, reducing the weight 
of the bridges (figure 38). At the same time the metal grating 
is partly transparent, giving it a less massive appearance in the 
opened position. To reduce the effects of paving large portions of 
the former meadow for parking, concrete permeable pavers are 
applied (figure 39).
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figure 36  Park entrance from the neighbourhood and the market.

legend
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figure 37  Paths of prefabricated concrete elements. 
Retrieved from Timmermanbeton.nl & Mholf-bestrating.nl

figure 38  Movable bridges in metal grating. 
Retrieved from Referentiebeelden.nl & Weland.se

figure 39  Green parking spots with concrete permeable pavers. 
Retrieved from Productzoeker.stradusinfra.be
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figure 40  Routes.
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Parking

Main bike route 

Bike parking

Parallel paths

legend

figure 41  Concept of small loops from bike stops.
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types  oF Farm ing

In order to find products easily, the various types of farming are 
grouped together in the park. A distinction is made between 
vegetables, fruit, and livestock. Vegetables and fruits are cultivated 
at greenhouses and arable land. Besides, fruits are also harvested 
from orchards as perennial farming (figure 42). The orchard is 
positioned with sight lines of the adjacent neighbourhood in mind, 
since this type of agriculture can obstruct the view.

ind icat ion of y i e ld

Myers (1998) states that the absolute minimum of arable land to 
support one person is a mere 0,07 of a hectare. Taking this area as 
an estimate, the total area of the agricultural park being 23 hectare 
translates into food for roughly 330 inhabitants.

v i ew

The sight lines of the existing houses of Reitdiep determine for a 
large part the location of the buildings in the park, such as the 
greenhouses, the barn for livestock, the pavilions and the market 
(figure 43). The view from the neighbourhood is kept relatively 
unhindered.

From eye level the characteristic pattern of ditches can be only 
clearly experienced at the intersections between paths and ditches 
(figure 44). In addition, there will be several elevated lookouts on 
the pavilions and the market to provide spots where the visitors can 
orientate themselves where to go next.
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figure 42  Vegetation.
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figure 43  Sightlines of neighbourhood housing.
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figure 44  The viewing points at ditch crossings and elevated lookouts.
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Bu i ld ings

To express unity between the different buildings in the park, the 
pavilions and greenhouses will be materialized in the same manner 
as the market.

greenhouses

The greenhouses in the park are square shaped, minimizing the 
obstruction of the neighbourhood’s view. They share the same 
roof construction as the market (figure 45), allowing them to be 
extended when needed. The parallel paths run directly through the 
greenhouses, creating moments of pause in the route.

pav i l ions 

As described earlier, the pavilions function as the park entrances, 
weighing and checking out the harvested products, lending tools 
and baskets for harvesting, bike rental, and as elevated lookouts for 
orientation. From the land the pavilions can be seen like beacons, 
marking the exit locations of the park. When the park closes at 
night, the accompanying bridge opens up in a diagonal way, along 
the ditches orientation (figure 46).
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figure 45  Masterplan of the park.
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figure 46  Pavilion drawings.
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Future scener io 

In history, cities always have been growing. Even when clear barriers, 
like canals, fortifications, railways or highways obstruct growth at 
first, the city will eventually grow beyond them. This means that 
the urban fringe will slowly move further outward. Initially the park 
will act in a similar way like a barrier, obstructing the growth and 
encourage to intensify the city. When at some point the inevitable 
expansion of Groningen occurs, the park will move further outward 
accordingly (figure 48), avoiding the park being swallowed by the 
city and no longer having the connection with the countryside. 
Shifting the park outward instead of becoming surrounded also 
helps to maintain the compactness of the city. 

When looking at the rate, the city of Groningen is expanding, the 
timespan for this city growth is very long, at intervals of at least 
more than 20 years (figure 47). Therefore the park and the market 
do not need to incorporate a flexible building system.

figure 47  Expansion of the city Groningen. Based on figure from Code.waag.org
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figure 48  Future scenario of expansions of the city of Groningen.
N0 100m



46 4. Food market
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To translate the program from the project description into a design 
with functioning floor plans, a relation scheme is made (figure 49). It 
provides a nice overview of how all functions relate to each other. A 
dashed line indicates the edge of the park, with its functions related 
to this boundary, like the stock supply and the main entrance.

For several functions, such as the restaurant, herb garden, market 
stalls and the staff area, specific characteristics are described in the 
following sub chapters.

restaurant

The restaurant is organized like a self-servicing buffet. Greenbarn 
in Venlo is great example of how this can be incorporated into an 
agricultural setting (figure 50). People have to actively get the food 
themselves, instead of reading a menu and wait for food, fittin the 
philosophy of the market. This greatly reduces the size of personnel-
only area, creating a more transparent organization, reducing staff. 
Besides having a dining area on the ground floor inside, a terrace 
on top of the restaurant provides an extensive view on the park and 
countryside, which is partly inside and outside (figure 51). 

staFF

The staff is not strictly separated from visitors. The back office upstairs 
is linked directly with the public passage. Meetings, educational 
lectures, conferences and events can be organized on the first floor 
in several multi purpose rooms (figure 82). After working on the in 
the park, the staff can change and shower downstairs. This way the 
back office upstairs is kept clean more easily.

herB garden 

Because a herb garden is way smaller than other agriculture, it is 
situated inside the market. This way the distance between park and 
market is further reduced, and the plants from the garden help to 
regulate the climate of the market. A great example of this concept 
is a herbs picking garden located in a supermarket in Purmerend 
(figure 52).

market  stal l s

The market stalls combines the two orientations from the park into 
a point where production and visiting come together. The stalls 
themselves are oriented along the production axis, referring to the 
harvested products being directly taken from the farmland. The stall 
canopy is aligned with the visiting axis, marking the paths between 
the stalls, sheltering the products from direct sunlight (figure 53). 
Stalls with vulnerable products like meat and fish are positioned 
inside the blocks for better control over the temperatures. These 
stalls open towards the north, minimizing the amount of incoming 
sunlight (figure 81). The jagged passages between the stalls create 
moments of pause in the path, to stop and browse the products.

Funct ions
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figure 49  Relation scheme.
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figure 50  Greenbarn Venlo. Retrieved from Interieurbedenkers.nl

figure 51  Sketch impression of restaurant buffet with terrace upstairs.
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figure 52  Herbs Picking garden in a Albert Heijn in Purmerend. Retrieved from Studiomfd.nl

figure 53  Market stall floor plan.
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canopy
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des ign

The design of the food market incorporates multiple concepts from 
the design of the park, while it enhances the previously described 
typology of the market to its context, in terms of shape, enclosure and 
route. Most of the design elements are not strictly function specific, 
but capture the desired appearance and building characteristics. 

product ion and v i s i t ing 

The intersecting grid of production and visiting from the park are 
both present at the market, emphasizing the connection between  the 
two aspects of the transect. An overarching greenhouse represents 
the food production, embedding the market into the landscape of 
ditches. The blocks of the market underneath are aligned along the 
visiting axis, orienting the market towards the pathways across the 
park (figure 54).

enclosure

In most cases a market is located in a urban context. In order for a 
market to function in a rural context, there are some aspects to take 
into account. In ‘Retail Markets planning guide’ by Tracey-White 
(1995), enclosure is mentioned as one of the general principles 
for market layouts in rural areas (figure 55). By arranging the stalls 
inwards to the centre of the market, the customers have smaller 
walking distances and are more sheltered from weather conditions. 
Besides these practical reasons, the enclosure provides a pleasant 
atmosphere to a market, opposed to the vast open landscape. This 
enclosure is achieved by surrounding the market with accompanying 
functions, like the restaurant, bakery, back office, storage and 
toilets (figure 56). An exception to the enclosure is made at the 
corner where the herbs garden and the fruit and vegetable stalls 
are located. Here the greenhouse is continued to the ground floor 
opening up the market towards the agricultural park (figure 61).

Another aspect is the market’s position in the landscape. Historically, 
the intersection of roads is a logical location for a market. The 
market is positioned at the point where the main entry from the 
provincial road, the main bike route though the park, and two 
parallel walking paths meet. This intersection divides the frame of 
supporting functions around the market into four blocks. 
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figure 54  Intertwining market and greenhouse.

figure 55  Sense of enclosure achieved by arranging the stalls round the market. 
Retrieved from Tracey-White, 1995
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figure 56  Blocks with accompanying functions providing enclosure to the market 
at the intersection of paths.
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re lat ion with landscape

By making the market enclosed, its direct relationship with the 
land is reduced. The blocks with supporting functions themselves 
open up towards different directions, helping to split them up into 
separate volumes, while framing the view towards certain points 
(figure 57). Louvres in the opened façades help to maintain the 
shape of the blocks, avoiding the blocks to become separate walls. 
The block at the west avoids the parking in its view, and looks out 
on the extensive countryside. The block with office space and the 
stock of products underneath it looks out on the main entrance 
road to the parking. The two other blocks are opened towards the 
park.

At the same time the blocks are staggered, further distinguishing 
them from each other. The staggered blocks also help to direct the 
people diagonally towards the right entrances. Especially from the 
parking, people need to be guided towards the main entrance of 
the park, instead of short cutting to the side entrance, aviding the 
checkout desks (figure 60).

In contrast to the enclosed market, the first floor opens up towards 
its context in two directons. Large curtain walls at each side of the 
market open up the greenhouse with eight meter wide folding 
doors to the roof terraces on the blocks (figure 58). One terrace 
offers a view on the park and the residential neighbourhood, while 
the other views the extensive surrounding countryside (figure 62). 
These two different views symbolize the market’s position between 
the countryside and the city.

route

The market is organized as a square, rather than a street. This 
enables the visitors to walk about in loops, without dead ends 
(figure 59). A passage on the first floor runs round the market 
providing a nice overview (figure 63). Several functions are situated 
alongside the passage, such as the terraces, the dining area, the 
back office, meeting rooms, a conference space and a lecture 
room for educational meetings. 

The first floor is accessed by several stairs inside and outside. 
The stairs outside connects the roof terraces directly with the 
park (figure 64). The Atheneum by Richard Meier features similar 
stairs, connecting the building with the landscape (figure 66). The 
observation deck at the second floor also helps to trigger people to 
go to the first floor (figure 65). In order for disabled people to get to 
the first floor, an elevator is needed, since a ramp with an elevation 
change of 3 meters will become too long. However, a standard 
closed elevator does not fit the rough agricultural philosophy of the 
building. Therefore a small open elevator is positioned alongside 
the passage way (figure 67), reminiscent to the roughness of 
construction elevators (figure 68).
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figure 57  Opening of blocks.
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figure 58  Opening of the greenhouse at diagonal folding doors.

figure 59  The enclosed market.
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figure 60  Main entrance of the market and park.

figure 61  Main entrance of the market from park.
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figure 62  Terrace on the first floor above the restaurant.

figure 63  Passage on the first floor round the market.
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figure 64  Outside stairs parallel to the path on the east facade.

figure 65  Outside stairs on the west facade with the observation deck on the second floor.
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figure 67  Open elevator. Retrieved from Axessliften.nl figure 68  Construction elevator. Retrieved from bouwplaats-inrichting.nl

figure 66  The Atheneum by Richard Meier, 1979. Retrieved from Joshuamings.com
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roof

The concept of ‘Building with Green and Light’ pleas for a more 
pleasant and sustainable indoor climate (van de Beek & ter Haar, 
2009). To achieve this, greenhouses pose a great and affordable 
solution. This technologically optimized type of agricultural building 
is deployed widely for multiple types of buildings such as houses, 
offices, restaurants, schools and even for hospitals (figure 70-
74). These buildings all incorporate large quantities of plants, to 
ensure a nice indoor climate. Nowadays many the disadvantages 
of large glass covered areas (too much heat loss in winter, too 
hot in summer) can be eliminated with new innovating horticulture 
techniques (Winkel & Platje, 2011).

shape

A normal greenhouse has a clear orientation with head façades 
and side façades. In order to express more equal sides in the 
greenhouse, the roof of the market takes on a different shape (figure 
69). A particular folding technique from Paul Jackson (2011) with 
V-shaped pleats is used as a basis (figure 75) for making a distinct 
roof shape, combining the different orientations from the master 
plan. Note that in the final folding layout of the roof, the angles are 
slightly skewed in order to correct the deviation from the intended 
orthogonal grid, caused by the slope of the roof (figure 76).

Viewed from inside, the shape of the roof manifests itself into a 
fusion of diagonal and orthogonal lines, emphasizing the different 
orientations by repetition along sight lines in both directions. The 
sight lines orientated along the visiting axis provide zigzagging 
pattern of staggered ridges, which together form an enclosed arc 
to walk underneath (figure 78). The sight lines orientated along 
the production axis are less enclosed and more reminiscent of the 
original greenhouses (figure 79).

overhang 

At the corners of the greenhouse, the façade of the greenhouse 
is moved inwards, making the roof into a canopy (figure 77). This 
way the corners are marking the four entries of the market, while 
at the same time providing shelter to parts of the roof terrace. This 
gradual transition from outside to inside gives the building a less 
solid appearance.

The diagonal lines provided by this particular roof shape can be 
used at two corners to open up the greenhouse, viewing the city 
and the countryside with folding doors, as described earlier. The 
two other corners are jagged along the grid of the greenhouse.

figure 69  Equalisation of façades.
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figure 70  Aeres Hogeschool by BDG Architecten in 2012. 
Retrieved from Bdgarchitecten.nl

figure 71  Crystal Court housing by Tangram in 2009. 
Retrieved from Tangramarchitekten.nl

figure 72  Villa Flora Office by Kristinsson in 2011. 
Retrieved from Pellikaan.com

figure 73  Restaurant De Kas by Piet Boon in 2001. 
Retrieved from 30smagazine.com

figure 74  Pyjama Garden Medical Center Extension by MVRDV in 2003. 
Retrieved from Mvrdv.nl
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figure 75  A-D. Original pattern of V-pleats by Paul Jackson. 
Retrieved from Jackson, 2011, p.118

figure 76  Unfolded roof pattern.

a.

d.

b.

figure 77  Roof overhang in plan.

c.
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figure 78  The roof viewed from the passage along the visiting orientation.

figure 79  The roof viewed from the market along production orientation.
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figure 80  Exploded isometric view.
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figure 81  Ground floor. 1:400
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figure 82  First floor.
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figure 83  Roof Elevation. 1:400
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The rural setting of the project calls for a architectural style, using 
simple low-tech materials. Lacaton et Vassal is a great inspiration 
for this way of materialisation. They tend to maximize the potential 
or qualities of simple materials, frequently using them differently 
than originally intended (Gill, 2006). The Latapie house is a great 
example for this. The extra space cladded with corrugated PVC 
sheets blurs the view, creating enclosure and privacy (figure 84). 
This philosophy of redefining purposes of materials, is also taken 
to the larger scale of building typologies. Their design for a school 
of architecture in Nantes for example (figure 85), is based on 
the typology of a parking garage, providing a number of unique 
advantages.

The materialisation of the food market corresponds to the different 
orientations of the plan. The production axis uses a rough 
materialisation, while the finish of materials along the visiting axis is 
more refined. The materials of the building can be roughly divided 
into three types: The market stalls, the blocks and the greenhouse 
(figure 86).

structure

The blocks have a stacked structure of sandstone walls with hollow 
core slab floors. At several points the space beneath the floor 
bearings needs to be open. Here the floors are supported by steel 
beams, spanned between the greenhouse columns. The floors 
are 260mm with 100mm insulation and 50mm concrete finish, 
configured in a layout not exceeding a span of 12 meters (figure 
87). The greenhouse structure gets its stability through fixation of 
several columns to the blocks.

Insulat Ion

The market in the greenhouse is treated like outside space. 
Overheating will pose the biggest threat to a acceptable climate, 
but will be discussed further on in the ‘Greenhouse’ chapter. 

The blocks underneath the greenhouse must be insulated, heated 
and cooled separately (figure 88). Most of the time however, the 
climate will be comfortable enough for open connections between 
the different spaces. Especially the restaurant can easily be opened 
up completely (figure 89). The market stalls have additional small 
heaters for during the cold seasons. 

mater ia l s  and techn ique

figure 85  School of architecture, Nantes. Retrieved from Lacatonvassal.com

figure 84  Latapie House, Floirac. Retrieved from Lacatonvassal.com

figure 86  Materials.
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figure 87  Floor span directions.
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figure 91  Sections.
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market  stal l s

As described earlier, the market stalls are the final link between 
production and visiting. Therefore the materialization is again a 
combination of the rough production appearance and the more 
refined visiting materialization.

roof

The stalls are roofed with a woven and coated polyester fabric 
(figure 93) spanned on steel rods between the greenhouse columns 
(figure 92). This material is light weight, fire retardant, insulating, 
has a low maintenance. Its sound absorbing properties are creating 
better acoustics in the greenhouse. The main reason for the canopies 
above the stalls however, is to provide shelter to the fresh products, 
minimizing their exposure to direct sunlight. (Poly-Ned, na)

staLLs

The stalls are basically stacked pallets, making it clear that the 
products are sold directly from the harvest. It also references to the 
disorganized nature of traditional temporary markets. The herbs 
garden of the market follows the same principle of stacked pallets 
with pallets. To arrange the herb gardens, vegetables and fruits 
on top of the pallets, set-up edges are used (figure 94), enabling 
the pallets to hold large amounts of products, or even stock up 
products with multiple layers of set-up edges on top of each other 
with (figure 95). When the top layer runs out of products the layer 
underneath it can restock the stall.

waLLs

In addition to the pallets, there are small non-bearing walls placed 
at the inner area of the stalls. This provides some shelter to the 
vendors, to avoid having customers approach the vendor from all 
directions. At the same time it functions as an area for signs and 
prices (figure 96).

market f Loor

The floor of the market has a power floated concrete finish, 
providing a robust appearance, enabling to freely move the pallets 
of the market stalls around.

figure 92  Isometric of the roof construction of a market stall.

figure 93  Woven and coated polyester fabric. 
Retrieved from Polyned.com interior-materials. 
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figure 94  Pallets with set-up edges. 
Retrieved from Jongpallets.nl

figure 95  Section of a market stall with pallets and set-up edges in configuration 
for selling and storing products.

figure 96  Market stall with products.
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blocks

The the façades of the blocks enclosing the market alternate 
between two cladding materials: Thatch and timber slats. The 
Wadden Museum in Denmark by Dorte Mandrup shares a 
similar materialization (figure 97). This way the blocks are clearly 
distinguished from each other, preventing the blocks to merge 
visually into one big mass. This is further emphasized by applying 
the wooden slats horizontally, alternating from the vertical texture of 
thatch (figure 98-97).

thatch

Like greenhouses, thatch is closely associated with the countryside 
and agriculture. However its appearance is quite different from 
greenhouses, as it articulates more the rustic side of the rural 
setting, instead of the industrial food production of greenhouses. 
This makes it highly suitable as a material along the visiting axis.

There are different ways to thatch a roof. Traditionally the reed is 
manually tied to the underlying roof construction of battens, with 
tools like the leggett, rake, fork, shears, needles and hooks (Halpin, 
na). Later the system of screw fixing (figure 102) was developed in 
Denmark, simplifying the process of thatching by clamping the reed 
onto underlayment panels with special screws (figure 101).

Since the thatch is only applied vertically on façades, it is 
prefabricated in elements, rather than applying the reed directly on 
the facade like roofing. This unique thatch cassette cladding system 
was specially developed for a project by Architype in 2015, which 
was facing a similar challenge of applying large portions of thatch 
vertically (figure 100). The prefab cassettes are thatched with the 
screw fixing system. After applying the elements to the façade, the 
reed is cut short.

There are several types of reed used for thatching, such as water 
reed, long straw and combed wheat reed. Water reed is the most 
durable of them, with an life expectancy of up to fifty years, but  this 
depends heavily on climatic conditions and roof pitch (Thatching 
Advisory Services, na). There is a abundance of water reed in the 
region of Groningen (figure 103). At nature areas around the city 
like Roegwold and Tetjehorn (Staatsbosbeheer, 2015) the reed 
needs to be regularly cut in order to maintain the swamp landscape 
(Beijeman, na).

To protect the facade against fire, a special fire retardant spray 
is applied. The fire retardant solution foams up on exposure to 
fire, starving the ignition area of oxygen. It also lowers the radiated 
heat output, delaying full development of a thatch fire. The 
environmental friendly water based spray is applied externally to the 
thatch surface and penetrates the stems of the thatch up to 75mm, 
forming a protective film on the surface of the thatch stems (Thatch 
fire protection, 2016).

t imber sLats

The cladding of timber slats makes for a nice variation to the thatch. 
Especially the wood type Black Locust ‘Robinia’ will age in a similar 
way as thatch, gaining a silver-grey patina over time. The wood is 
also one of more durable types of wood, and is regionally grown. 
The horizontally applied slats of 50x20mm have gaps of 30mm 
between them.

Louvres

Both claddings are framed by a double steel framework, made 
from cold formed U-profiles 200x80x5mm, which emphasizes 
the orientation of the block’s openings. These steel profiles are 
continued on the louvres in the openings. The balustrades and roof 
edges are constructed in a similar way as the louvres.

stock suppLy door 

Instead of using regular overhead doors for the stock supply, big 
swinging doors are made (figure 109). This references to the large 
doors of historical barns, transforming this otherwise mundane 
industrial part of the building into a distinct agricultural feature. 
The door is situated at the front, in the thatched head façade with 
louvres, making it a challenging detail. The double door splits one 
louvre conveniently in two parts, having the louvre swing outward 
to both sides, making the door a heavy element like the historical 
barn. The door is strengthened with diagonal steel braces.

Each door bears one half of the louvre, which is equal to 7,2 meters 
of steel profile. The cold formed steel U-profiles weigh 11,17kg 
per meter, resulting in approximately 80 kilograms of steel for one 
door. To open and close the doors with ease, the heavy duty hinges 
are assisted with springs, like in large pivot doors.
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figure 97  Cladding of the Wadden Sea Centre by Dorte Mandrup, 2017. Retrieved from Afasiaarchzine.com

figure 98  Thatch. Based on figure from dezeen.com, 
Tåkern Visitor Centre by Wingårdhs

figure 99  Timber slats. Based on figure from Textures.com
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A

figure 100  Prefabricated thatch elements in Enterprise Centre project 
by Architype in 2015. Retrieved from Ribaj.com 

figure 101  Thatch fixing with screws and wires. Retrieved from Hiss-reet.de

figure 102  The screw fixing roof. Retrieved from Reetdachdecker-ohz.de

figure 103  Harvest of reed in Tetjehorn. 
Retrieved from natuurlijknatuur.blogspot.nl

figure 104  Facade fragment A location.
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figure 105  Facade fragment A. 1:40
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figure 106  Fragment A, vertical detail of the roof and window.

figure 107  Fragment A, horizontal detail of the window and louvre. 1:20

1:20
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figure 109  Stock supply door in open and closed position.

figure 110  Location facade fragment B.
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figure 111  Facade fragment B. 1:40
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figure 112  Fragment B, vertical detail of the roof and window.
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figure 113  Fragment B, horizontal detail of the window and louvre.
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figure 114  Fragment B, vertical detail of the foundation and floor. 1:20
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greenhouse

The Landmarkt mentioned earlier in chapter ‘Market concept’ is 
built like a greenhouse. However the building is technological 
heavily modified for its use, seemingly losing its sense of being 
a greenhouse almost completely (figure 115). One of the 
main changes made to the greenhouse, is the cheer amount of 
covered up glass to prevent most of the direct sunlight coming in 
and to provide better insulation. Also the roof span is enlarged 
exponentially, minimizing the amount of columns.

In the market these challenges faced by using greenhouses are 
approached differently, without compromising the unique qualities 
the greenhouse. Most of the design solutions are climate related, 
but also the construction of the previously described shape of the 
roof are further elaborated, regarding the type of greenhouse and 
rainwater drainage.

greenhouse type

For making the greenhouse, standard profiles and frames of the 
Venlo greenhouse type are used. This way the authentic rough 
appearance of the greenhouse becomes present in the roof structure. 
The Venlo greenhouse uses a principle called ‘zwevende nok’ for 
the roof, which can be translated into hovering ridge. This means 
that the roof ridge is only supported by the glazing bars, maximizing 
the amount of incoming sunlight (AgriHolland, 2015). The main 
advantage of this lightweight construction is that it simplifies the 
way the folded roof design can be constructed. A larger span of 6 
meters is possible due to the multiple kinks, provided by the folded 
roof design, giving additional strength to the construction. 

This span of 6 meters, still means a whopping total amount of 81 
columns. Rather than being constantly in the way, the market design 
embraces them as a staggered grid, for positioning the inner walls. 
As described earlier, the columns are also used for bearing some of 
the floors, as well as the canopies of the market stalls.

cL imate

By treating the market like an outside space, the detailing of the 
greenhouse can become more simplified, making it easier to 
maintain the unique appearance of the greenhouse. Also the joints 
between the greenhouse and the blocks underneath no longer 
pose difficulties, since they have no thermal requirements. The 
greenhouse will shelter the market from rain, wind and acts as a 
climatological transition zone (Vester, 2015). Cooling will pose the 
biggest challenge for a market in a greenhouse, so several counter 
measures are architecturally incorporated into the design to prevent 
overheating, like the type of panels, sun shading from solar panels 
and a climate screen and ventilation with roof vents, louvres and 
large folding doors (figure 116).
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roof vents
polycarbonate 16mm

screen system

pv panels

figure 115  Landmarkt Amsterdam. Retrieved from Google Streetview

figure 116  Schematic section of the greenhouse climate regulation.
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Polycarbonate
The blurred effect of polycarbonate provides some enclosure to the 
northern opened part of the market (figure 117). At the same time 
the rough appearance of the polycarbonate alternates from the 
refined glass curtain walls at the orientation of visiting. 

The clear coloured, three-walled channel polycarbonate plates 
have a thickness of 16 mm, making them thin enough to fit the 
standard aluminium framing of Venlo Greenhouses. The sheets 
are 980mm wide, making the core-to-core dimensions of the 
greenhouse framing 1000mm. Lengths can be cut from 2 up to 7 
meters, allowing to make the vertical section of the façades from a 
single piece.

Additionally, the hollow core of the polycarbonate provides a small 
amount of insulation of 2,20 W/m²K and transmits about 69% 
of the sunlight (HMG Benelux, na). Although the greenhouse is 
treated as outdoor space, this helps the climate to be comfortable 
more likely.

PV-cells
At the sides of the roof, facing south, the sun will be partially blocked 
by Photo Voltaic cells (figure 119). By applying PV-cells on top of 
polycarbonate panels, instead of glass, the appearance of the 
roof panels is more consistent with the normal polycarbonate roof 
panels (figure 118). The same panel thickness as the normal roof 
panels is achieved by combining a thinner 10mm polycarbonate 
sheet with the 5mm protective glass top layer covering the PV-cells. 
This way the greenhouse frame system do not have to be altered for 
the panels with integrated PV-cells. 

The cells themselves are 125x125mm black coloured mono 
crystalline cells with two bus bars. They can be configured in 
complex layouts, such as the triangular shapes of the folded roof 
design. The cell-to-cell space is 30mm, which results in roughly 
58% of direct sunlight to be blocked. In total there are 37.408 
cells applied on the roof, which translates into a maximum energy 
delivery of 90.597,5 watt (Kameleon Solar, na).

Climate screen
In cases of extreme heat and cold, a horizontal climate screen closes 
the roof with a rolling system, creating an insulating buffer zone 
in the top of the greenhouse. The screen itself is 80% Polyolefin, 
having a high heat retention, which helps in energy savings. The 
screen is highly reflective due to an aluminium top layer (figure 
120), providing an effective shading of 50% and at the same time 
diffuses the remaining light (Svensson, na).

Roof vents
The roof has openable parts for ventilation at the opposite sides of 
the roof surfaces with PV-cells panels, facing north. These roof vents 
are hinged with a standard greenhouse system, from the top of the 
roof ridge (figure 121).

Ventilation louvres
In addition to the greenhouse roof vent system, a band of adjustable 
ventilation louvres is applied (figure 122). These are situated directly 
underneath the climate screen, so when the screen is closed during 
extreme heat and the roof vent system is cooling the air buffer above 
the climate screen, this system ventilates the air directly underneath 
the screen. To make the louvres appearance consistent with the rest 
of the greenhouse, the glass fins are replaces by fins made from 
polycarbonate.

Folding doors
To make an almost seamless connection between the terraces and 
the passage inside, the greenhouse can be opened with large 
folding doors (figure 123). Since the folding doors are positioned 
at both sides of the building, they also provide a great deal of 
ventilation to the greenhouse.
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figure 117  Polycarbonate panels. Retrieved from Hma-benelux-shop.com

figure 118  PV panel layer composition with monocrystalline cells 125x125mm. 
Retrieved from Kameleonsolar.com

figure 119  Location of PV panels and roof vents. 1:400
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figure 120  Climate screen. Retrieved from Ludvigsvensson.com

figure 121  Roof vents detail. Retrieved from Agri4u.net

figure 122  Louvre system. Retrieved from Breezway.com

figure 123  Folding door system. Retrieved from Sunflexuk.co.uk

C

figure 124  Location facade fragment C.
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figure 125  Facade fragment C. 1:40
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figure 126  Fragment C, horizontal detail of the corner. 1:20
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figure 127  Fragment C, vertical detail of the facade. 1:20
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glaz ing bars gr id

The handbook on greenhouse design from Wageningen University 
& Research (na), advises to strengthen greenhouses by adding extra 
glazing bars at the edges and corners of the greenhouse against 
wind forces (figure 128). This principle is used to its advantage in 
the detailing, preventing to exceed the standard panel width at the 
outward corners (figure 129).

figure 128  Principle of strengthening the greenhouse with extra glazing bars. 
Based on figures from Library.wur.nl

wind

suction

wind

suction

wind

suction
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figure 129  Extra glazing bars at the edges and corners of the greenhouse.
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ra inwater dra inage

The Venlo greenhouses have a system of self supporting aluminium 
gutters, which span between the columns (figure 130). The glazing 
bars of the roof are directly attached to the gutter.

The slope of the gutters on the roof have 2mm fall per meter 
(NedZink). The longest gutter on the roof, zigzagging from centre 
to side is 48 meter (figure 132). This means a fall of 96mm from 
highest to lowest point in the roof. The rainwater is collected for 
watering the farmland in case of drought.

figure 130  Aluminium gutter. Retrieved from venloprojecten.com

downpipe downpipe

downpipe

figure 131  Rainwater drainage slope direction detail. figure 132  Rainwater drainage slope direction layout.
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figure 133  Connection between the gutter and the downpipe.

figure 134  Bottom end of rainwater drainage with exterior wall duct in the fitting panel.
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To compose a concluding answer to the research question, all subjects of the sub questions 
are revisited shortly, explaining how they are taken into account.

The scenario is very site specific, but similar situations can also be found elsewhere. It fits 
both the vast open landscape and the dense neighbourhood, leading to concepts from the 
masterplan being directly incorporated into the architecture. 

The agricultural park transforms the landscape of the countryside into smaller tangible 
portions of land, making a transect towards the tiny grained dense structure of the adjacent 
neighbourhood. The park has a clear way of dealing with the further expansion of the city 
without compromising its initial goal. The rate of city expansion shows that the park and 
the market do not need a modular building system, but are not build like eternally lasting 
monuments either. 

The hybrid market concept, balancing between a traditional market and a supermarket, 
in combination with how the supply of the market is arranged in a direct, visible and 
approachable way, ensures a better relationship in terms of food consciousness. Agriculture 
becomes accessible for the people from the adjacent neighbourhood, as well as visiting 
people from further away, and can partake in agriculture in a playful but functional manner.

The program of the food market supports both countryside and city, taking advantage of 
the farm being physically connected to the city. This way a small ecological farm can be up 
scaled to match the needs of the city.

The resulting architectural language of the food market is somewhere between the 
appearance of a city mall and a rural farm. The resemblance to a mall is mainly due to the 
inevitable large parking and the scale of the building, but the design fits in the rural context. 
The materials, like the greenhouse system, thatch and pallets, are used in a new manner, 
transcending them from their original qualities into something new.

By layering the research into multiple interacting scales of scenario, masterplan, architecture 
and detail, the resulting design provides a truly unique answer to the research question: 

How can food production at the countryside react and adapt to the characteristics and 
possibilities of the city of Groningen, leading to a transect with better architectural coherence?

conclus ion
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The project touches upon a great but general subject, leading to the problem that many 
of the aspects could be almost endlessly further elaborated. Many of the preliminary parts 
of the project are merely used as a means to provide a broader perspective and to open 
up ways on how to design the building and the park. The aspect of urbanism could have 
become a major theme within the research, and almost an entire project of its own. Most 
of the reference projects are only mentioned briefly just to illustrate certain aspects and 
are not analysed tirelessly in detail. Also the architectural language of the transect and the 
business concept of the market are not in such a way theoretically argued or analysed in 
detail, that they provide an absolute and complete answer to the concerning sub questions, 
but rather sufficient for making architecture. This way of utilizing some of the aspects loosely, 
taking into account only what at first glance seemed usable, meant some limitations to the 
substance of the design, but also a certain freedom, which is needed to provide a design 
with a refreshing take on the matter.

ep i logue
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